
Excerpt from a letter from former prisoner who is now an emancipator of humanity:

On April 14 you have to be in the streets, shutting down your campuses, taking 
over freeways and taking over buildings, sending a clear message to everybody 
in society that you will not let people down here be continually brutalized and 
murdered then demonized and isolated as this shit goes on. The actions on April 
14 must let these people know they are not alone, and that the � ght against what is 
being done to them will be joined by youth from different strata and many different 
nationalities. That message needs to be made clear to those on the top as well as those 
on the bottom.

As someone who has never stepped foot in a university classroom and only caught 
glimpses of what life is like outside ghettos and prisons, I can tell you that when 
you’re cast off and counted as nothing, you often see yourself as the least able to 
change anything. But when you rise up against the conditions that you didn’t choose 
but were born into, and you see people stand with you, who come from sections of 
society that you learned to assume could never give a fuck, then that defeatism begins 
to break down and the possibility of getting rid of all this shit begins to come to life.

That’s why unity in righteous struggle between people coming from many 
different backgrounds is not just a beautiful thing 
to see, that unity represents nothing less than a 
way out for the oppressed throughout the world 
and a nightmare for their oppressors. When 
people begin to break out of the divisions and the 
accompanying outlook that have worked so well 
for this system, when Black, Brown, and white 
people stand with each other, when so-called 
“thugs” from the inner cities and suburban youth 
from college campuses are coming together to 
get organized to � ght the power, they can have 
tremendous impact on all of society. You can not 
only shake the whole country awake to what is 
happening, but also break open possibilities to 
changing the whole world, bringing forward 
� ghters with nothing to lose but their chains.

The problem is real. The challenge is real. The 
role you choose to play in the face of this will also 
be real.
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